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ABSTRACT Recent trends show a growing interest in VoIP services and indicate that guaranteeing security
in VoIP services and preventing hacker communities from attacking telecommunication solutions is a
challenging task. Spam over Internet Telephony (SPIT) is a type of attack which is a significant detriment
to the user’s experience. A number of techniques have been produced to detect SPIT calls. We reviewed
these techniques and have proposed a new approach for quick, efficient and highly accurate detection of
SPIT calls using neural networks and novel call parameters. The performance of this system was compared
to other state-of-art machine learning algorithms on a real-world dataset, which has been published online
and is publicly available. The results of the study demonstrated that new parameters may help improve the
effectiveness and accuracy of applied machine learning algorithms. The study explored the entire process of
designing a SPIT detection algorithm, including data collection and processing, defining suitable parameters,
and final evaluation of machine learning models.

INDEX TERMS Data mining, machine learning, neural network, SIP, spam, SPIT, VoIP.

I. INTRODUCTION
As network technology progresses, internal IP telephony
services are becoming increasingly used in many commer-
cial operations. The growing interest in VoIP services also
has a parallel increase in interest from hackers. Although
researchers are persistently exploring different security tools
and improving security systems to protect VoIP infrastruc-
ture, occasionally services are not protected from attack-
ers, who are often one step ahead in detecting security
vulnerabilities.

With low calling prices and VoIP technology which often
includes free open-source tools (e.g. Asterisk), Spam over
Internet Telephony (SPIT) is an increasingly attractive VoIP
attack for spammers. Numerous methods have been proposed
to recognise SPIT calls, some which distinguish the spam
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call even before the called party has answered. These meth-
ods are based on statistical analysis of call parameters such
as the originating IP address or data from signalling and
media messages. However, few of these methods have been
researched from the perspective of applying modern artificial
intelligence algorithms to SPIT detection.

The main aim of the current study was to apply algo-
rithms to aid in detecting SPIT users. Many studies which
investigated similar methods substantiated their research on
artificially generated data ([19], [23], [24], [36], [41]) rather
than analysis of real-world data ([26], [27]). The current study
applied only real-world data collected from multiple sources
(VoIP providers, honeypots, mobile devices and online data
services) [21], [22], [33].

A key advantage of applying artificial neural net-
works (ANN) in SPIT detection is the capability of the ANN
to learn and model non-linear and complex associations from
a diverse range of inputs and outputs. After initial learning,
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ANNs canmake assumptions about hidden relationships from
unseen data. TheANN is also able to generalise themodel and
make predictions from unseen data. In contrast to many other
prediction methods, neural networks do not limit the input
attributes or how they should be distributed.

By applying various statistical procedures and processing
real-world datasets, we searched for suitable SPIT param-
eters that potentially improved the SPIT detection algo-
rithm’s accuracy and performance efficiency. The current
study presents new parameters which aid in distinguish-
ing telecommunications chain users with a high degree of
accuracy. Applying various proven methods, we then identi-
fied the most suitable and computationally efficient machine
learning (ML) SPIT detection model. The study’s innovation
is in processing data from genuine traffic and its investigation
of different algorithms from a performance perspective with
a variety of input parameters.

The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes
the state of the art in the current research and contains an
overview of the approaches used to distinguish SPIT calls
from regular calls; Chapter 3 briefly describes the motivation
for the study; Chapter 4 explores the main aim of apply-
ing innovative artificial intelligence methods to detect SPIT
callers in Internet telephony; Chapter 5 concludes the paper.

TABLE 1. List of abbreviations.

II. STATE OF THE ART
Detecting SPIT with the expectation that VoIP users demand
quick replies to their call requests is a challenging task.
Researchers have presented different techniques to detect and
distinguish voice spam calls from regular calls. Chikha et al.
[1] classified these techniques according to list-based filter-
ing, reputation-based filtering, Turing test, and pattern-based
filtering.

A. LIST-BASED FILTERING
List-based filtering identifies SPIT by applying blacklist,
whitelist and greylist filtering lists. Shin et al. [3] proposed
progressive multi grey-levelling (PMG), an algorithm which
calculates a caller’s grey level. The algorithm continuously
computes the ‘grey level’ of a caller by assessing previous
call patterns and decides whether the call is established or
blocked. Jinyoung et al. [4] investigated the PMG algorithm’s
operation in different call patterns and fine tuned the detec-
tion algorithm to block SPIT more reliably. Falomi et al. [6]
defined a simulator which classifies SPIT callers according to
their call rate, identity and call history details. Mathieu et al.
[5] proposed a framework for classifying traffic analytically
by calculating call quantity and duration.

Blacklists cannot be viewed as a SPIT countermeasure.
Both server-side and client-side blacklists are very inefficient
with Direct IP SPIT for many reasons. Server-side blacklists
can be bypassed by Direct IP SPIT because SIP messages
are forwarded directly to the client. Client-side blacklists are
circumvented by Direct IP SPIT because the caller is able to
use numerous identities for calling [7].

B. REPUTATION-BASED FILTERING
Reputation-based filtering allows users to rate other users
according to assumed patterns to estimate a trust value for
detecting potential SPIT calls [8]. The resulting score is deter-
mined from a buddy list and the user’s evaluations of buddies.
In related research, Patankar et al. [9] suggested using buddy
lists in VoIP infrastructure to build trust chains between call
participants. The authors claimed that call duration has a
crucial role in classifying SPIT calls. Bokharaei et al. [12]
proposed and integrated two new techniques: Loose Tie
Detection (LTD), which creates a list based on SPIT param-
eters such as the duration of outgoing calls, and Enhanced
Progressive Multi Grey-Leveling (EPMG), which creates a
list that classifies outliers based on call density.

A potential attacker can bypass reputation-based detection
mechanism systems in the same manner as blacklists [13].
A caller with a negative reputation may be seen as globally
blacklisted when their call attempts are blocked. However,
a regular blacklisted user needs to increase their ‘plus points’
to obtain a new ‘clean’ shield.

C. TURING TEST
The Turing test is able to identify intelligent behaviour equiv-
alent to or indistinguishable from human behaviour. A reverse
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Turing test known as CAPTCHA is a procedure managed
by the PC to recognise human speech from the generated
SPIT voice recording. Quittek et al. [14] applied two Tur-
ing test methods which used modelled human conversation
patterns to distinguish calls originating from humans and
classes of calls generated by bots. Turing tests are very useful,
but they also have some weaknesses. A SPIT caller may
pay some cheaper operators to break the Audio CAPTCHA.
By using Turing tests, user interaction is required in every
call session, and therefore, different capabilities in compu-
tational power are required at the VoIP endpoint to solve
computational puzzles. If the task is difficult to solve, it will
delay establishing the call session. This method is inefficient
and counter-productive and frustrates regular users in the
telecommunications chain.

D. BEHAVIOUR-BASED FILTERING
Other SPIT detection mechanisms analyse SIP message pat-
terns or voice data processed through the the Real-time Trans-
port Protocol (RTP). MacIntosh and Vinokurov [17] applied a
signalling analysis techniquewhich depends on two statistical
aspects, one being that spam calls are unidirectional, the
other being that most of the time legitimate users terminate
call sessions. Wu et al. [18] proposed a mitigation scheme
by processing different call variables parsed from the SIP
protocol. They improved a simplified MPCK-Means algo-
rithm for semi-supervised learning by adapting it to a massive
number of calls. Barghi et al. [19] applied a model which
is dependent on cooperation with the service provider and
the called party, and thus the call lists update themselves
over time. Hongchang et al. [20] recommended a combined
three-layered SPIT detection scheme which collects signal
characteristics; the proposed mechanism gathers signal data
before the call is answered.

SIP messages carry caller information crucial to detecting
SPIT. Successfully revealing spam before establishing the
call improves the user experience and reduces the network
resources used to manage SPIT calls. However, this method
is able to only correctly classify SPIT calls after at least
ten calls. In VoIP systems, changing the number is trivial
and gives potential attackers an easy way to circumvent this
detection method.

Even though many researchers have proposed highly accu-
rate and efficient SPIT detection methods, as technologies
and algorithms develop, the SPIT problem still appears to
need more research to improve detection mechanisms. The
number of SPIT calls is continuing to rise rapidly, and the
need for innovative, high-performance detection mechanisms
is even greater.

According to social network spam filtering surveys, Sup-
port Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Ran-
dom Forest are algorithms which perform well in the spam
detection process [38]. To achieve high accuracy levels, cer-
tain ensemble algorithms such as Random Forest, integrate
the predictions of other ML algorithms. Yet surprisingly,

an examination of the current literature on SPIT reveals that
little research has been done in relation to NN algorithms.
The current evidence suggests that NN algorithms are able
to achieve high accuracy in detecting e-mail and SMS spam
[39]. Improved optimization convergence and resistance to
overfitting may be credited to this phenomenon [40]. In the
current study, we propose neural network models which take
advantage of these qualities for SPIT filtering.

III. MOTIVATION
The previous chapter reviewed the different techniques which
can be applied to detect SPIT calls. In an investigation of
the literature, we recognised that the public community lacks
two essential factors: first, no tool is currently available
for detecting attacks on VoIP infrastructure, a threat which
will continue to develop and adapt to the dynamic needs of
network security; second, no detailed studies on the use of
modern neural networks in SPIT detection are available, and
to the best of our knowledge, it also appears that no recent
scientific attention has been given to this issue. A point in
case is that most of the published research has worked with
artificially generated data. The current study processed only
real-world data collected from users around the world.

Our research has investigated all of the above-mentioned
features. The following section describes how we collected
and processed datasets from different sources. Suitable
parameters for SPIT detection were defined to recognise the
behavioural patterns of both SPIT callers and regular users.
The paper guides through the entire process of integrating
the resulting parameters into ML algorithms up to the final
evaluation of the performance and effectiveness of each algo-
rithm and the different types and numbers of input parameters
(neurons).

The current study differs from other recently published
papers in four main areas:

• The study applies only real-world data.
• A practical analysis is given for determining the NN
hyper-parameters which produce a robust and reliable
SPIT detection model.

• The application of neural networks is examined in detail
in relation to the issue, and the effectiveness against
other ML algorithms is analysed.

• Innovative parameters for SPIT detection are delivered.

The next chapter provides details of the datasets and data
collection process for the study. Statistical methods were
used to identify different network user characteristics and the
parameters to distinguish them.

IV. PROPOSED SPIT DETECTION MECHANISM USING AI
SPIT calls and regular user behavioural patterns were anal-
ysed by processing the data with data mining methods and
statistical procedures. From this data, various inputs for ML
algorithms were obtained, tested and compared to determine
the most suitable parameters for identifying SPIT callers.
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A. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTED DATA
Because users in the telecommunications chain operate
according to specific behavioural patterns, it is essential to
examine various datasets in detail and distinguish their fea-
tures. Call detail records (CDR) contain useful information
which aid in defining a particular user’s behaviour. A report
containing CDR records displays data which is listed accord-
ing to user or phone number. This type of file is generated for
a single user (number) and exhibits certain metrics such as
call volume, call duration, timestamp, source and destination
numbers.

Storing or collecting CDR records today, however, is not a
simple matter, and in some circumstances, nearly impossible
because of the GDPR. We did not want to study and process
randomly generated data, therefore we needed a means to
collect real-life data. The solution was to directly request
call logs from friends, family members, co-workers and other
people enthusiastic about supporting our research. Every
mobile device stores call logs which can be extracted with
suitable software. The mobile phone operating systems on
the range of devices available today store phone records in
different formats.

TABLE 2. Android call log items.

Android phones store their records in XML, whereas
iPhones record data as CSV. An overview of each type of
CDR record is given in Table 2 (Android) and Table 3 (iOS).
Althoughmobile phone records contain up to seven items, the
CDR records from iOS phones contain only five items. All of
these records were pre-processed and converted individually
into JSON format.

TABLE 3. iOS call log items.

Overall, we succeeded in obtaining 36 anonymous datasets
containing 26,328 phone calls from people in eight countries.

We also acquired Some extensive datasets from a source
online and processed data from the research project con-
ducted at the University of Strathclyde (UoS). The CDR
records database contains call logs that were pulled from

TABLE 4. Datasets used in the study.

27 devices, totalling 13,035 records. Finally, we succeeded
in processing a set of CDR records from 342 users who made
a total of 33,726 calls over one month. These datasets are
summarised in Table 4,

Despite the complications of obtaining a VoIP provider’s
data, we acquired a dataset which contains CDR records of
109,776 telephone calls from 47 telemarketers for May 2018,
and another dataset which contains 596,855 records from
125 operators logged from February to May in 2019.

All data were processed into individual user profiles and
subjected to a statistical analysis. Table 5 shows a summary of
the user behaviour patterns in the telecommunications chain
over a period of one day.

The analysis revealed that the average telemarketer called
43.41 times more often than an average user. In terms of
average incoming call count, this number represents only 5%
of a telemarketer’s calls.

Generally, telemarketers attempt to sell as many products
as possible, therefore the number of their outgoing calls repre-
sents such a high proportion of total calls (95%) in the dataset.
For regular phone users, the ratio of incoming/outgoing calls
was relatively balanced, incoming calls constituting 49% of
the total number of calls and the remainder of the calls
representing outgoing calls (51%).

Another difference between the behaviours of telemar-
keters and regular users was in the ratio of answered and
missed calls. The chance that a phone marketer succeeded
with an outgoing call was only 51%, whereas a regu-
lar user’s chance was 93.5%. Considering this difference
in accepting incoming calls, we can conclude that regu-
lar users had a higher likelihood of answering the phone
(94.1%) than a SPIT user (37.5%). Call recipients were
more amenable to responding to a regular user (92.9%) than
a telemarketer (52%).

Another critical parameter in an individual user’s
behaviour was the number of unique phone numbers each
user called. The difference in the processed values is clear,
and SPIT users were characterized by a large number (93.5%)
of unique numbers called. Regarding call length, the average
telemarketer’s call duration was 1.42 times shorter (93.45 s)
than the average user’s call time.

We then defined the number of calls according to certain
time intervals of the day, assuming that specific user calls in
the call centre data would have occurred at certain times of
the day according to working hours.
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TABLE 5. Daily average calling behaviour in users.

The resulting statistics (Figure 1) clearly show that the
average telemarketer initiated themajority of calls from 6AM
to 6 PM, implying a long, twelve-hour working shift.
After 6 PM, the call count converged to zero, indicating the
end of the shift. A slight decrease in the call count occurred
around noon, possibly representing a lunch break. The data
also indicates that individual employee profiles differ. By pro-
cessing the user’s working hours, we can conclude whether
the data represents a part-time or a full-time worker.

As in the above example, we assumed that callers behaved
differently duringweekdays andweekends. Figure 2 indicates
the resulting statistical analysis for all weekdays. The propor-
tion of calls did not fluctuate on weekdays, and the proportion
of calls placed by a phone vendor at the weekend was just
0.4%. An analysis of a regular user’s processed data indicated
that the weekend call count represented 17% of all calls.

Figure 3 shows that an increase in the number of calls not
answered at weekends, suggesting that call centre employees
did not attend work. Throughout the week, the likelihood of
an answered call was 49.19%, whereas at the weekend, the
likelihood was just 8.3%.

By including the statistics for incoming and outgoing calls,
the behaviour in SPIT users highlighted a sharp contrast
between initiating calls and a low number of receiving calls.
The proportions in regular users, however, were generally
equal.

Another important parameter for analysing the behaviour
of telephone users is the duration of calls. Regular users
generally called the same numbers several times, receiving
callbacks from the same numbers or for the purpose of creat-
ing a telecommunications relationship. In these parameters,
a regular user’s call duration should be longer than that of a
telemarketer.

SPIT users tended to call large numbers of users but did not
create telecommunications relationships. The exception was
acquired customers, in which case repeated calls were made
and the average call duration was shorter. Call length was
also governed bymany called parties immediately hanging up
the phone down after learning that a telemarketer was calling
them.

The statistical analysis in Table 6 summarises the average
call duration at each hourly interval. Regular users were
active throughout the day. The period of the day with the
shortest calls was between 6 AM and 9 AM, with an average
call lasting 77.87 seconds. The period of the day with the
longest calls was in the evening between 9 PM and 12 AM,
with an average call time of 187.77 seconds.

TABLE 6. Comparison of average duration in hours.

In terms of SPIT users, the table illustrates a different story.
As mentioned above, the data reflect user working hours.
From 9 PM to 6 AM, SPIT users were not active. The short-
est average call duration (66.77 seconds) occurred between
6 and 9 AM, and the average call time peaked between 6 PM
and 9 PM, mainly as a result of the low frequency of calls
made during this part of the day.

B. NEW SPIT CLASSIFICATION PARAMETERS
We also statistically analysed the behaviour of both user types
according to the adage ‘‘Tell me who your friends are, and I
will tell you who you are’’ and highlighted the top ten persons
with whom the user maintained frequent contact.

The processed data in Table 6 indicates that incoming calls
received by telemarketers accounted for 6.3% of all calls
from their top ten contacts. The remaining majority (93.7%)
consisted of outgoing calls. Although SPIT users called these
contacts most often, the proportion of answered calls was
only 45.3%, lasting on average 103.03 seconds.

The results for regular users showed major differences
from the results for SPIT users: the respective proportions of
incoming and outgoing calls accounted for 45.6% and 54.4%
of all calls, and the answered call rate was 82.6%, with an
average call duration of 135.34 seconds.

TABLE 7. Top ten contacts.

The final item (i.e., Relations index) in Table 7 represents
the proportion of calls to the top ten contacts in the total calls
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FIGURE 1. Average call counts for specific time intervals.

FIGURE 2. Incoming/Outgoing calls.

per user. The results indicate that telemarketers maintained
telecommunications relationships with only 9% of contacts,
while regular users maintained relationships with 82% of
contacts.

Table 8 lists new parameters which describe how the rela-
tionships between users commenced and how their contact
continued according to the processed data. We identified
and defined eight ways how these relationships developed or
terminated after the first call:
• Outgoing single failed calls (OSFC) – a call was made
but it was not answered. Neither party initiated another
call.

osfc =

∑
outgoing_single_failure_calls∑

unique_numbers
(1)

• Outgoing single successful calls (OSSC) – a call
was made and it succeeded. Neither party

initiated another call.

ossc =

∑
outgoing_single_success_calls∑

unique_numbers
(2)

• Multiple calls (first outgoing failed) (MFOF) – the first
outgoing call failed but several other calls were made
later.

mfof =

∑
first_outgoing_failure∑
unique_numbers

(3)

• Multiple calls (first outgoing successful) (MFOS) – the
first outgoing call succeeded and several other calls were
made later.

mfos =

∑
first_outgoing_success∑

unique_numbers
(4)
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FIGURE 3. Answered/Not Answered calls.

• Incoming single failed calls (ISFC) – the first incoming
call failed. Neither party initiated another call.

isfc =

∑
incoming_single_failure_calls∑

unique_numbers
(5)

• Incoming single successful calls (ISSC) – the first
incoming call succeeded. Neither party initiated another
call.

issc =

∑
incoming_single_success_calls∑

unique_numbers
(6)

• Multiple calls (first incoming failed) (MFIF) – the first
incoming call failed but several other calls were made
later.

mfif =

∑
first_incoming_failure∑
unique_numbers

(7)

• Multiple calls (first incoming successful) (MFIS) – the
first incoming call succeeded and several other calls
were made later.

mfis =

∑
first_incoming_success∑

unique_numbers
(8)

Each of the calculated values shows differences, but the
ISFC and ISSC values were zero for both user types and
therefore not applied to the classification algorithms.

The other parameters were applied if they were statistically
significant in identifying SPIT users in the telecommunica-
tions VoIP network.

The subsequently modelled ML algorithms generally fil-
ter any redundant features by applying statistical hypothesis
testing methods, e.g., Gini Index or the Chi-Squared test.

With some insight into the character of the data, we applied
statistical methods to evaluate the significance of the input
parameters. Gini Index indicated the parameter weights; the
results of this test are summarised in Figure 4.

TABLE 8. Initial call relationships.

FIGURE 4. Significance of features according to Gini Index.

This chapter discussed several behavioural parameters
obtained by applying statistical methods to real-world
datasets. These parameters allow regular users and SPIT users
to be distinguished in the telecommunications chain. In addi-
tion to the parameters studied in other publications, several
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innovative parameters were also investigated (Fig. 4). These
are discussed in detail in the next chapter. Whether inputting
these parameters into various machine learning algorithms
and tuning their hyper-parameters improves the efficiency
and performance of the detection models is also examined.

C. APPLICATION OF ML ALGORITHMS TO DETECT SPIT
Once they were defined, the relevant parameters were input
into previously researched classification algorithms [2], [4],
[17], [27] which are able to detect anomalies and threats in
telecommunications networks.

The algorithms employed in the current study were
selected for their classification accuracy, training and testing
overheads, and overall effectiveness. Based on a thorough
empirical study, the following algorithms proved suitable
candidates for SPIT detection:
• Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression (Linear ML
algorithms)

• K-nearest neighbour, Decision Tree (Non-linear ML
algorithms)

• Random Forest (Ensemble ML algorithms)
• Neural Networks (Deep Learning algorithms)
Training for each classification model used a validation

dataset to verify the neural network’s learning and to avoid
overfitting. When ML algorithms learn and test the parame-
ters of a prediction function on identical data, it is considered
a methodological error; this type of model is extremely accu-
rate, but its predictions would fail with new unseen data.

The size of the dataset required the use of a cross-validation
(CV) statistical method to estimate the accuracies of the ML
models on unseen data. This method separated the data into
k independent folds, with k − 1 folds employed to train the
network and the remaining fold used for testing. This process
continued until all the folds were used at least once as a
test set. The network’s final output was then calculated by
averaging the accuracy attained from each test set.

In the following sub-section, we examine the results of
the ML algorithms using a naive approach, which means all
parameters are applied as input to the individual algorithms
without any pre-processing.

1) CONSTRUCTION OF A NAIVE ML MODEL
Before experimental application, the algorithms were opti-
mized to deliver the best possible accuracy. This allowed the
use of different algorithms to produce sets of results which
were all comparable to the proposed neural network. The
optimiser applied a grid search method similar to the neural
network’s hyper-parameter optimisation method described in
Chapter 4.

A simple or random prediction is often made using a
naive classifier model. The model is unsophisticated and is
referred to as naive because it generates predictions without
any previous learning or domain expertise.

The performance of a baseline classifier on a classification
task determines the lower limit of predicted performance in
all other models. A classification model possesses some skill

if, for example, it outperforms a naive classifier. A classifier
model lacks competence if it performs more poorly than the
naive classifier.

Table 9 summarises the resultant accuracies of the ML
models which used the naive dataset and applied the
16 parameters (Fig. 4) described in the previous chapter as
input for the ML algorithms.

TABLE 9. Accuracies of ML algorithms applied to SPIT detection (naive
approach in all parameters).

Logistic Regression (ACC 99%) and Random Forest (ACC
100%) achieved the best accuracies. The neural network
achieved a similar accuracy of 99%, while the other algo-
rithms produced slightly lower accuracies of 98% and 96%.
The neural network is discussed in the next chapter.

The time that the ML algorithm spends on training and
scoring will determine whether it is applied to the dataset.
If the algorithm’s training process takes too long, remod-
elling the classification model by applying another dataset
in combination with hyper-parameter optimisation may be
complicated and time-consuming and lead to excluding that
algorithm from the candidate list.

FIGURE 5. Naive approach ML vs. neural network.

Figure 5 presents a comparison of ML algorithm perfor-
mance and indicates that Logistic Regression and Neural
Network were the most powerful and efficient algorithms in
applying the naive approach.
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2) COMPARISON WITH OTHER PUBLISHED STUDIES
Nazih et al. [23] proposed a detection mechanism based on
the SVM classifier. Using the SIP-Msg-Gen tool, the authors
performed an experiment on generated data and achieved one
hundred percent accuracy.

Chikha et al. [24] used several ML algorithms (Naive
Bayes, Bagging, AdaBoost, and Multilayer Perceptron) to
detect SPIT. However, the authors reported only the resulting
AUC for each algorithm and did not examine the individual
algorithms in detail. The results indicate AUC values of
0.93 for Naive Bayes and 1.0 for AdaBoost. The data applied
in the study was simulated.

Azad et al. [26] analysed the anonymised CDRs of more
than two million users in a real-world dataset gathered
over a day by an anonymous telecommunications provider.
This interesting work applied the Decision Tree algorithm
and examined the features of user behaviour in individual
telecommunications networks. However, little can be learned
from the work about the classifier’s resulting success or the
metrics that the study applied. The study identified 250 SPIT
users from the processed data, 50 call centre users, and the
remainder as legitimate users.

Nassar et al. [27] presented a monitoring scheme which
used the SVM algorithm for classification. The scheme con-
tinuouslymonitored 38 characteristics in signalled time slices
and applied those attributes as input to the classification algo-
rithms, achieving an accuracy of 98.9% in SPIT detection.

D. APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHMS TO
SPIT
This section introduces the neural network (NN) which
used the given dataset. A neural network applying all the
input parameters described above was constructed. We then
attempted to reduce the number of input parameters to
decrease the algorithm’s load on computing power.

Various possible settings for the neural network’s hyper-
parameters and the least number of neurons required for
highly accurate classification were explored.

First, we examined integration of the new input parameters
into the NN algorithms and determined whether it could
obtain similar accuracy in classifying users as the algorithms
in the previous chapter with pre-processed data. The other
parameters have already been sufficiently addressed by other
studies, and an overview is given in Table 10.
The process of finding a suitable topology consists of the

following steps:
• Selecting features (using Gini Index)
• Optimising hyper-parameters
• Training the NN
• Validating the NN
• Comparing the results with other solutions

1) HYPER-PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION
Optimising the hyper-parameters in a ML algorithm is a type
of optimisation problem which first involves finding a set of
hyper-parameters and then investigating and determining a

TABLE 10. SPIT parameters applied in other studies.

suitable combination to either minimise the model’s loss or
maximise the model’s accuracy.

To achieve an optimal classification result, a suitable topol-
ogy must be defined in terms of the number of hidden lay-
ers and their neurons. An insufficient number of neurons
in individual layers may lead to inadequate training of the
network. Too many neurons, however, may lead to overfitting
the network and generalising the neural network model to its
patterns so that it is unable to predict new values [2].

For the purposes of the NN model presented here, mini-
mum batch size (MBS), learning coefficients, momenta, L2
regularisation effects, error function types, input data pre-
processing, neural network initialisation, number of learn-
ing epochs, and minimum classification errors all required
specification. These factors interact, and altering any one of
them may result in an inevitable change in others. Generally,
many different optimum solutions with various parameter
combinations can be found.

A random selection of internal weights between neurons
and neuron biases complicates any assessment of the effec-
tiveness of changing each parameter. The aim in this part of
the study was to identify the best parameters which approxi-
mate an ideal classifier for training the neural network while
consuming minimal system resources.

Gradient search, population-based search, and racing
algorithms are some of the methods used to optimise hyper-
parameters [31]. Grid search, which is a method of exam-
ining all potential hyper-parameter configurations within a
range specified by the user [31], is the current standard for
hyper-parameter optimization in ML.

Table 11 presents an overview of all parameters used as
input for the Grid Search algorithm.

From the resulting 100,000+ neural network combinations,
we selected the top five which achieved the best accuracy
(98.2–98.4) (Table 12).

The next step was an analysis of the resulting NN models.
We again applied the cross-validation (CV) method to esti-
mate the NN models’ accuracies on unseen data. If the result
from only one iteration of the k-fold CV is considered, it is
rather skewed and repeated observations are therefore neces-
sary. Repeated k-fold cross-validation can help minimise the
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TABLE 11. Grid Search hyper-parameter settings.

TABLE 12. Best performing neural network models and their
configurations.

inaccuracy in the mean model performance estimate. Each
observation was therefore repeated two to ten times, and the
resulting accuracy (ACC) means were calculated across all
folds from all runs.

The results in Table 13 clearly indicate that the most
promising model was the third (ID 3), which achieved the
highest and most stable accuracy in all the k-fold CV results.

TABLE 13. Repeated k-Fold accuracy results.

We then investigated how the resulting NN model per-
formed and compared its effectiveness to other ML algo-
rithms whose input layers also consisted of only the seven
new parameters introduced in the current study.

The results (Fig. 6) indicate that the NN model was one
of the best performing and most efficient. The next step
involved reducing the number of input parameters with the

aim of achieving similar or even better accuracy/performance
results.

FIGURE 6. ML algorithm comparison (reduced set with seven parameters).

2) REDUCTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
The first step in obtaining a suitable NN network model was
to examine the different models and reduce the number of
input parameters according to the weights obtained fromGini
Index weight calculation. A higher weight represents a more
relevant attribute for neural network classification.

FIGURE 7. Gini index of selected features in the NN.

The number of input parameters in the naive model could
be reduced to seven parameters by dropping redundancies
and keeping the parameters with high Gini impurity values
(Fig. 7). When all seven input parameters were applied to the
neural network input, it was able to retain high accuracy. The
number of input parameters was also reduced to five and still
achieved high accuracy.

In the real world, certain situations may occur when not
all parameters can be used in practice; for example, when the
trainedmodel is deployed over a limited time frame or limited
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hardware is available for training, or the model needs to run
quickly on older mobile devices without internet connections.
Other technical factors which depend on the individual sit-
uation must therefore be considered concurrently with the
resulting accuracy. In these situations, it would be preferable
to have a model which has fewer input neurons and produces
highly accurate results at the required performance level.

According to the weights obtained from the Gini Index
calculation (Fig. 7), we selected five of the parameters used
as input for the ML algorithms. The k-fold CV method was
then reapplied to estimate the model’s accuracy.

The accuracy values in Table 14 resulted from applying
the k-fold CV method; each ML algorithm was executed
ten times, and the resulting accuracy means were calculated
across all folds in all runs.

TABLE 14. Evaluation of ML algorithms using five input parameters.

The results clearly indicate that using the top five (based
on the Gini Index) input parameters produced the best results,
with an accuracy of 97%.

To determine the most suitable NN model, we used the
Grid Search algorithm with the same settings as in Table 11.
The results are summarised in Table 15 and revealed that
certain NN models were highly accurate even with input
layers consisting of only five neurons.

TABLE 15. Results for the top five NN models.

From these NNmodels, we once again needed to select the
most stable model which produced the most stable accuracies
from all k-fold cross-validations. The results summarised in
Table 16 indicate that all the models obtained highly accurate,
stable values, but on average the best results were achieved by
the model with ID 1. All the results hereinafter indicate the
performance of this particular model.

The CV results in Table 13 indicate that the model with ID
1 produced the the highest and most stable accuracy of all the
k-fold cross-validations.

TABLE 16. Accuracy of the neural network model according to the
number of k-fold cross-validations.

The NN model’s performance and effectiveness were then
compared to other ML algorithms. Table 17 summarises the
performance results of the ML algorithms and various time
metrics in milliseconds.

TABLE 17. ML algorithm performance comparison (time in milliseconds).

The resulting graph (Figure 8) revealed that algorithms
such as SVM or Random Forest achieved reasonably high
accuracy but at the expense of requiring much more time
to build than other ML algorithms. In the case of Random
Forest, this was because up to 30 trees must be built to obtain
the ability to correctly classify. SVM algorithms are generally
considered slower in runtime than other ML algorithms tech-
niques which produce similar generalisation performance
[35]. Taking into account the considerably longer runtimes
and the similar accuracies produced by the algorithms, other
classification models may, in this case, be preferable for
application to our dataset.

The best or similar performance results were achieved by
using the Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Neural Net-
work algorithms. The accuracies achieved with the proposed
neural network model improved on the other two models,
and therefore it proved most suitable ML model for the
investigated dataset.

Figure 9 graphically depicts the resulting neural network
model, which consists of three layers. The input layer con-
sisted of the five selected parameters. These inputs were
processed by a pair of hidden layers leading to the output
layer, which classified calls according to regular or SPIT
users.

Finally, we compared the total time and the scoring time
performance of the algorithms (Fig. 10). The graph indicates
the quickest performing algorithms for each input parameter
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FIGURE 8. Performance of ML algorithms (5 Parameters).

FIGURE 9. Architecture of the best performing neural network.

set (naive model containing all data and models with reduced
sets of five and seven parameters). Reducing the number of
inputs decreased classification time in each algorithm, and
similar times were required for logistic regression, neural
network and decision tree. The neural network was also able
to also maintain high accuracy (Table 17).

The integration of new parameters, application of suitable
ML algorithm configurations and comparison with a naive
ML model produced an overall improvement in neural net-
work performance, with scoring time up to 2.9 times quicker
and almost no loss in accuracy. Applying the proposed NN
model decreased the overall runtime by 2.5 times.

Compared to the model with seven input neurons, the final
model with five input neurons produced a total runtime and
scoring time 1.9 times and 2.5 times shorter, respectively.

The resulting confusion matrix (Table 18) indicates that six
of the 170 predicted regular users were misclassified as SPIT
users. The results for classifying SPIT users were similar, five
users being incorrectly classified as regular users.

The precision and recall quantities were then defined for
each category. Precision indicates the proportion of correctly

FIGURE 10. Runtime comparison of the algorithms for various input sets.

TABLE 18. Confusion matrix.

classified users from all classifications, and recall describes
how many of the reference values the classifier determined
correctly. Each of thesemetrics exceeded 95% in both classes,
verifying the suitability of the proposed classifier for this
dataset.

FIGURE 11. Variable importance plot.

FIGURE 12. SHAP Variable importance plot.

3) LOCAL AND GLOBAL EXPLANATIONS USING SHAP
Lundberg and Lee [29] developed SHAP (SHapley Addi-
tive exPlanations) as a mechanism for explaining individual
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FIGURE 13. SHAP dependency plots for the SPIT detection features.

predictions. SHAP is based on Shapley Values, which are
the theoretically ideal values in cooperative game theory.
The concept underlying the importance of SHAP features
is straightforward: using features which have high absolute
Shapley values is crucial. Therefore, we summed the absolute
Shapley values for each feature throughout the entire dataset
to obtain their global importance.

Let us denote the NN model which requires explanation
as f , the explanatory model as g, and the input variable
and simplified input as z and z′, respectively. SHAP uses an
additive feature attribution to comprehend the ML model’s
output:

f (z) = g(z′) = φ0 +

N∑
k=1

φkz′k (9)

where N stands for the number of attributes, φk denotes the
SHAP value of a feature k , and φ0 denotes the constant value
when all input variables are absent.

The local interpretations were aggregated by averaging the
absolute Shapley values per attribute throughout the entire
dataset to obtain a global interpretation of the NN model’s
predictions. The SHAP feature importance plot (Fig. 11)
depicts the global effect of each feature on SPIT classifica-
tion. The most significant variables are listed in descending

order on a variable importance plot. The upper variables have
a higher predictive ability than the lower variables because
they contribute more to the model. According to the SHAP
technique, the relationsIndex and numbersRatio parameters
are the most essential features, whereas mfis is the least
effective feature for this NN model.

Figure 12 shows a SHAP summary plotting the magnitude,
direction and impact of each parameter on the output of the
proposed model.

The graph indicates the following information:
• Feature importance – The parameters of the neural
network are sorted according to relevance in descending
order.

• Feature impact – The x-axis indicates whether the
impact of a particular value is linked to a higher or lower
prediction.

• Original value – The SHAP variable importance plot
uses red points to indicate high values in the variable
and blue points for low values.

• Correlation – Red points indicate a positive effect on
the quality rating. Positive or negative feature impacts
are shown on the x-axis.

An interesting question is what the partial dependency
graph looks like. A partial dependency graph depicts the
marginal impact of one or two variables on a ML model’s
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predictions [30]. We plotted SHAP partial dependence for
the seven variables to gain some insight into the NN SPIT
detection model’s behaviour (Fig. 13). The figure depicts
the influence of a feature (x-axis) on each instance’s pre-
diction (y-axis). The plot also depicts the properties which
the variables interact with most and illustrates whether the
connection between a target and a feature is linear, monotonic
or complex.

For example, the accompanying graph (Fig. 13a) illus-
trates that relationsIndex and numbersRatio have an almost
linear and negative trend. Figure 13c suggests an approxi-
mately linear and positive relationship between the mfos and
relationsIndex parameters.
Chapter 4 discussed innovative parameters which were

obtained from real-world data and applied as input to various
machine learning algorithms. The most suitable detection
model for the datasets was also identified, and an analysis
of the neural networks designed for SPIT detection was
presented as a contribution to reduce the lack of available
literature on the topic. The novel parameters presented in the
current study demonstrated an important role in SPIT detec-
tion, and a gradual reduction of these parameters aided in
decreasing the computational and performance requirements
of individual algorithms while maintaining high accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
Through successive steps, the current study produced an inno-
vative and highly effective SPIT detection mechanism which
uses neural networks. The novel input parameters described
in the study played a significant role in the proposed algo-
rithm by increasing the performance of the classifier while
maintaining high accuracy, which is especially important in
real-time scenarios.

By applying different ML algorithm configurations, test-
ing and gradually reducing the number of parameters, the
study produced a neural network classifier which is able to
distinguish SPIT users from regular users with a high degree
of accuracy (97%) and has significantly lower performance
requirements than otherML algorithms which apply the same
input parameters.

With all 16 parameters as input, the neural network model
achieved an accuracy of 99%, which is an improvement on
other studies with real-world datasets [26], [27]. Artificial
datasets (e.g. [23], [24], [41]) are also able to produce sim-
ilar SPIT detection accuracy, but in working with real data,
we expect lower accuracy. The approach in the current study
demonstrates the effectiveness of the novel call parameters
and the capability of the proposed neural network.

The study’s comparison of algorithms provides a repeat-
able framework for future studies. The study also contributes
significantly with its method of creating a real-world dataset
from various telecommunications sources. This dataset has
been published and is available online [33], and future studies
by other authors might benefit from a similar approach in
proposing new solutions and techniques to compare with the
proposed neural network.

Of course, VoIP spammers come inmany forms and detect-
ing them is an important priority. SPIT users who send pre-
recorded messages to many end-users simultaneously can be
easily identified. Through the methods applied in the current
study, we identified a SPIT caller who was a call-centre
employee attempting to reach as many network users as pos-
sible with the prospect of raising the chance to sell a product.

Given the nature of the data collected, future research
could study the telecommunications relationships of individ-
ual users in more detail and perhaps define more differences
which distinguish these users.
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